Description
Leadership means different things to different people in different situations. Leaders “lead” by mobilizing and inspiring others to take action on issues or work with others to make a difference. They help others do the right thing and get the job done.

Objectives
- Identify various styles and traits of leaders
- Recognize the strengths and assets that make an effective leader
- Reflect on effective and ineffective leaders when working with teams
- Lead team members effectively to work cooperatively and complete tasks

Total time with all suggested activities:
One hour

Supplies Needed
Principles of Leadership PowerPoint, computer, projector, internet access, rolls of string or yarn,* markers, tape, poster board or flip chart paper.

Activities
- Leadership Search (10 minutes) - Instructions on PowerPoint
- Leaders are… (10 minutes) - Instructions on PowerPoint
- String Team Building (20 minutes)

Handouts
String Team Building instruction sheet (one for each team leader)

* Duct tape can be used in place of string